
The first results of the project include recordkeeping
solutions for the electoral register, population register,
e-mails and websites. The Stadsarchief Antwerpen
(Antwerp City Archives) has already put these solu-
tions into practice.The practical experience has been
translated into guidelines and bundled together into a
series entitled Digital ArchiVing: guIdelines & aDvice. In
this addition to the interim results, the following gui-
delines and advices are published:
Off-line storage of e-mails
CDs for archiving
Folder structure and filenames for electronic records
Standards for file formats
Website management for archiving
Durable magnetic storage media
Checklist for IT managers

A document model and an appropriate e-mail tem-
plate have been developed for archiving e-mails. The
DTD, the XML-Schema and the OFT file with the tem-
plate are available from the DAVID website.

All DAVID publications are available from the website
of the project.You will find the DAVID website at:
http://www.antwerpen.be/david.

DAVID can be reached at the following address:
Stadsarchief Antwerpen
Venusstraat 11, 2000 Antwerpen
Belgium
E-mail: david@stad.antwerpen.be
Phone + 32 3 206 94 11

The DAVID project is realised by the Antwerp City
Archives and the Interdisciplinary Centre for Law and
Computer Sciences at the Catholic University of Leu-
ven, with the financial support of the Max Wildiers
Fonds (Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek -
Vlaanderen).
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The DAVID research project addresses in Flanders the
question of how we can archive electronic documents
in context in a durable and reliable way.

The problems surrounding legal validity include: Is
electronic recordkeeping permissible? What measures
should be taken to ensure the authenticity and accu-
racy of digital information? From an archiving per-
spective the project investigates how the digital dura-
bility problem can be overcome and how documents
can be preserved within their context.

In as far as is possible, the project is measured for
practicability. The electronic records of the Antwerp
City administration are the practical cases of the pro-
ject. Special care is taken with the archiving of elec-
tronic records resulting from new technologies such
as e-mail and websites. With this practical approach
DAVID also aims to contribute at the international
level, by consulting with foreign institutions and co-
operating with InterPARES.

ELECTRONIC 
RECORDKEEPING? THE OBJECTIVES OF DAVID DAVID PUBLICATIONS

Our administrations are encountering more and more
information in electronic form. Many electronic re-
cords have archival value and come into consideration
for long-term preservation. It would be best to archive
them electronicly. Although everyone is convinced of
this, for the time being it’s not always clear how to put
this into practice.

The technological environment in which electronic
documents are created and used is ageing.The lifespan
of electronic records usually exceeds that of the com-
puter hard- and software. In other words, electronic
records must be accessible with future technologies.

Archivists and records managers are struggling with
more than just the problem of digital durability. They
need to store electronic records reliably linked to
their context. Typically, with electronic records, the
archival object is separate from its context and this
new problem is in need of resolution.Without context
we lose an important component of records, making
them impossible to appraise or interpret. We need
reliability if we are to secure their legal validity and
future use.

The DAVID project will publish a manual with real-life,
practical electronic recordkeeping guidelines by the
end of 2003.

Interim reports of the early research results have been
issued and the following reports have already been
published:
The needs of the Flemish institutions and archiving
departments (Dutch only).
Digital archiving of the electoral register
Digital archiving: a (legal) state of affairs (Dutch only)
The digital recordkeeping system: inventory, informa-
tion layers and decision-making model as point of de-
parture.
Archiving e-mail
What and how to archive: in search of the role of PKI
for digital archiving (Dutch only)
Archiving websites

The project has also looked into the use of suitable
media, standards and file formats for archiving electro-
nic records. The results have been issued in separate
publications:
CDs for archiving (Dutch only)
Magnetic media for archiving (Dutch only)
Standards for electronic records (Dutch only)
<XML/> and electronic recordkeeping


